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We merge heavy quark effective theory with staggered chiral perturbation theory to calculate heavy-light (B,
D) meson quantities. We present results at NLO for the B(D) meson decay constant in the partially quenched
and full QCD cases, and discuss the calculation of the form factors for B(D) → π(K)ℓν decays.
The lattice can make a major contribution
to the understanding of flavor physics through
the computation of the properties of heavy-light
mesons (see Ref. [1] for reviews). A promising ap-
proach for these systems is to use staggered light
quarks so that the simulations can be performed
in the chiral regime [2,3]. It is therefore important
to understand the effects of staggered taste viola-
tions on heavy-light quantities. To do so, we con-
truct the effective theory of heavy-light mesons
and the light pseudoscalar mesons (collectively
referred to as “pions” here) that is a merging of
Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [4] and
Staggered Chiral Perturbation Theory (SχPT)
[5,6].
For the lattice simulations we wish to describe,
the heavy quark mass mQ is large but not infi-
nite. The fact that mQ is large (≫ ΛQCD) means
that neglecting 1/mQ terms in our effective the-
ory is a reasonable first approximation. The fact
that mQ is not infinite is, surprisingly, also im-
portant in simplifying the theory. The criterion
is ∆E(π/a) ≡ [(m2Q+(π/a)2]
1
2 −mQ ≫ mpi. This
guarantees that if a light quark changes its taste
by exchanging a gluon of momentum π/a with
a heavy quark, the latter gets so much energy
that it decouples from the chiral theory. A worst
case example is a b quark (mQ ∼ 5GeV) on a
“coarse” lattice (a ≈ 0.125 fm; π/a ≈ 5GeV).
Here, ∆E(π/a) ≈ 2GeV, which is safely higher
than physical or simulated pion masses. Heavy
quarks with energy this high affect low-energy
physics only though renormalization.
Technically, the criterion ∆E(π/a) ≫ mpi al-
lows us to neglect, from the effective Symanzik ac-
tion of the lattice theory, “mixed” 4-quark oper-
ators (products of heavy and light bilinears) that
violate taste. At O(a2), then, all taste-violations
in the Symanzik action are in the light quark sec-
tor, i.e., the same as in Refs. [5,6].
We stress that we are not taking into account
discretization effects due to the heavy quarks,
only those that arise specifically from light-quark
taste violations. Ideally, with a highly improved
heavy quark, the former effects would be negli-
gible. With currently used heavy quark actions,
these effects are not negligible and must be esti-
mated and/or extrapolated away separately.
Once the Symanzik action is known, combining
HQET and SχPT is a straightforward general-
ization of continuum heavy-light χPT [7]. The
heavy-light mesons are combined into a single
field and its conjugate
Ha =
1 + v/
2
[
γµB∗µa − γ5Ba
]
, Ha ≡ γ0H†aγ0 (1)
while the light mesons are collected in Σ = σ2 =
exp(iΦ/f). Φ is the 12× 12 matrix (for 3 flavors
of light quarks) that contains the pions
Φ =

 U π
+ K+
π− D K0
K− K¯0 S

 , (2)
where U = UaTa, K
+ = K+a Ta, etc., and the
Ta are the 16 taste matrices [5,6]. Under chiral
SU(12)L×SU(12)R we have the transformations
Ha → HbU †ba Ha → UabHb (3)
σ → LσU † = UσR† Σ→ LΣR†, (4)
with L,R,U ∈ SU(12).
To leading order in 1/mQ, there are three ex-
pansion parameters: mpi ∼ √mq (mq is a generic
1
2light quark mass), a2, and k, the heavy-light
residual momentum. We assume k ∼ mpi and
mq ∼ a2 for our power counting. We write the
Lagrangian as L = L1,2 + L3, where
L1,2 = itrD[Havµ(δab∂µ + iVbaµ )Hb]
+ gpitrD(HaHbγ
νγ5A
ba
ν ) + LSχPT .(5)
LSχPT is the pion SχPT Lagrangian found
in Ref. [6]. M is the light quark mass ma-
trix, Vµ ≡ (i/2)
[
σ†∂µσ + σ∂µσ
†
]
, and Aµ ≡
(i/2)
[
σ†∂µσ − σ∂µσ†
]
.
The terms in L1,2 contribute to the NLO chiral
logarithms, while the terms in L3 are one order
higher in the calculation, and thus can at most
contribute to analytic terms at NLO. Part of L3
is a new taste-breaking potential, VH , containing
both heavy and light mesons [8].
Decay constants can be extracted from
the matrix element
〈
0
∣∣Aµx,a∣∣Bx,b(v)〉 =
−ifBxmBxvµδab, where Aµx,a is the axial current
which destroys a Bx,a meson, x denotes the light
quark flavor, and a, its taste. The decay constant
fBx is independent of the light quark taste due
to the symmetry σ → ξ(3)µ σξ(3)µ , H → Hξ(3)µ .
The corresponding chiral operator is Aµx,a =
iκ
2 trD [γ
µ(1 − γ5)(PxHb)]σba, where Px projects
out the x flavor block of Hb. We write the decay
constant as fBx
√
mBx = κ
(
1 + δfBx/(16π
2f2)
)
.
There are two types of non-zero one-loop dia-
grams which contribute to the chiral logarithms,
one coming from corrections to the current itself
[Fig. 1(a)] and the other from wavefunction renor-
malization [Fig. 1(b)]. The crosses in Fig. 1 refer
to one or more insertion of the two-point hairpin
diagrams discussed in Ref. [6], for the singlet, ax-
ial, and vector taste flavor-neutral mesons. These
correspond to disconnected quark level diagrams.
We account for the transition from four to one
tastes per flavor in the same way as in the calcu-
lations for light meson quantities [6].
For the 1+1+1 partially quenched chiral logs,
we define the following sets of masses,
µ
(3)
t = {m2Ut ,m2Dt ,m2St} ,
M
(3)
I = {m2XI ,m2pi0
I
,m2ηI} ,
M
(4)
V = {m2XV ,m2pi0
V
,m2ηV ,m
2
η′
V
} , (6)
Figure 1. One-loop diagrams contributing to
the (a) current correction and (b) wavefunction
renormalization.
where t is a taste label. We then obtain
δfBx=−
1 + 3g2pi
2
{
1
16
∑
F,t
ℓ(m2(xF )t)
+
1
3
∑
jI
∂XI
[
R
[3,3]
jI
(M
(3)
I ;µ
(3)
I )ℓ(m
2
jI
)
]
+ a2δ′V
∑
jV
∂XV
[
R
[4,3]
jV
(M
(4)
V ;µ
(3)
V )ℓ(m
2
jV
)
]
+ [V → A]
}
, (7)
where ℓ(m2) = m2 lnm2+finite volume correc-
tions, F labels sea-quark flavors, t runs over the
16 tastes, and jI and jV run over the set of masses
in the first argument of the Rj , the residues of the
poles of the disconnected flavor-neutral propaga-
tors [6]. We define the derivative in Eq. (7) by
∂X ≡ ∂/∂m2X .
In the 2+1 (mu = md 6= ms) full QCD case,
we have
δfB=−1 + 3g
2
pi
2
{
1
16
∑
t
[
2ℓ(m2pit) + ℓ(m
2
Kt
)
]
− 1
2
ℓ(m2pi0
I
) +
1
6
ℓ(m2ηI )
+ a2δ′V
[ (m2
pi0
V
−m2SV )ℓ(m2pi0
V
)
(m2
pi0
V
−m2ηV )(m2pi0
V
−m2
η′
V
)
+ (π0V → ηV → η′V → π0V )
]
+ [V → A]
}
, (8)
3where (π0V → ηV → η′V → π0V ) represents two
additional terms with cyclic replacements. There
is a similar result for δfBs .
To see the importance of the additional a2
terms, we compare, in Fig. 2, the continuum ver-
sion of the chiral logs as a function of valence
quark mass with the complete lattice expression.
The a2 terms drastically change the behavior for
lighter valence quark masses. We conclude that
lattice data for heavy-light decay constants can
be misleading; the data may look linear, but there
can be large systematic errors if physical values
are extracted by simple linear extrapolation.
Comparing our results for decay constants to
the continuum expressions, we see that there is
an easy way to generalize the continuum, par-
tially quenched χPT expressions withNsea degen-
erate quark flavors to SχPT. Terms∝ Nsea, which
arise from connected diagrams that at the quark
level involve sea quark loops, become an average
over tastes. Terms ∝ 1/Nsea are disconnected;
in SχPT we have I, V, and A pieces. There can
be additional minus signs in disconnected A and
V terms compared to disconnected I terms, be-
cause of the anti-commutation relations for taste
matrices. With this in mind, it is straightforward
to write down the SχPT expressions for the form
factors for B(D)→ π(K)ℓν decays using Ref. [9].
These expressions are however quite complicated
and will be presented separately [8]. It will also be
straightforward to extend these results to heavy-
light B-parameters.
Fortunately, at this order the heavy-light SχPT
chiral logarithms require no new parameters be-
yond what are already present in continuum
heavy-light χPT and light meson SχPT. There
will however be simple new analytic terms, pro-
portional to a2, in the complete expressions. Our
results have already been used in analyzing lat-
tice data for heavy-light form-factors and decay
constants [3].
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